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Inclusive W and Z predictions (Schwinn)
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W and Z differential cross sections (Ilten)
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Z angular distributions (Grossi)
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• ATLAS submitted a publication of their 7 TeV weak mixing angle measurement 

• CMS submitted a publication of 8 TeV angular coefficients in Z production

Forward electron usage helped a lot
Large PDF errors looming

First LHC study of Z polarization
coefficients vs. qT

Reveals many disagreements of 
NLO and NNLO with data



V+jets production theory (Pozzorini)
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V+jets production theory (Pozzorini)
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NNLO QCD corrections starting to be available

BUT beware
-20-30% electroweak corrections at the TeV scale 
expected at 13 TeV:  
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V+jets production results (Neumeister)
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Huge number of results obtained, many less than a year old!

Z+j/g+j

7 TeV W+jets



Diboson production theory (Rathlev)
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Wg is 
agreeing 
better 
with 
ATLAS 
data
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NNLO WW in 
closer 
agreement 
with CMS and 
ATLAS 8 TeV
data

TBC:  N3LO gg
contribution, 
jet veto effects



Diboson production results (Brigljevic)
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Complete inventory of cross sections and couplings at 7 TeV;
Wg still uncovered at 8 TeV
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NNLO agrees well with recent CMS Zg cross section at 8 TeV



CMS WW cross section at 8 TeV (Calderon)
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Exploring how to 
compute and bound 
errors for the jet veto 
continues 

This procedure was 
largely consistent with 
Stewart-Tackmann, 
e.g.

Shifts xsec by -3.5%
And about the same 
error as before

Stronger prescription 
from theory 
community needed 
for further progress



CMS WW cross section at 8 TeV (Calderon)
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New measurement in agreement with NNLO and across SF, OF, 0-jet, and 1-jet

Progress requires better understanding of leptons, backgrounds, luminosity, theory



Multiboson production theory (Rauch)
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ATLAS Wgg evidence at 8 TeV (Kouskoura)
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ATLAS Wgg evidence at 8 TeV (Kouskoura)
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3sigma first evidence for triboson production at 
LHC!

Observed xsec is 2sigma above NLO predictions

And also associated QGC constraints for high 
diphoton mass events, competitive with other
channels 



VBF/VBS/Triboson results (Liang)
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First evidence for VBS process at the LHC



VBF/VBS/Triboson results (Liang)
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QGC limits probing 4W for the first time
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• The best QCD is electroweak

• Putting nu out of business 

• Your weak corrections are too strong

• Size 6 is the new size 4

• Some of my best friends are dijets

• You can tri it now

• Party like it’s 1989

Some perspective:  Seven predictive slogans I 
made in May 2012
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• The best QCD is electroweak.  Truer than ever, but not a very bold 
prediction.

• Putting nu out of business.  Still potentially possible, but need progress in 
V+HF theory and experiment.

• Your weak corrections are too strong.  Was not crucial at 8 TeV; almost 
certainly so at 13 TeV.

• Size 6 is the new size 4; Got our first glimpse with W+W+jj!

• Some of my best friends are dijets; lnujj important ingredient for TGC 
limits

• You can tri it now;  Benvenuto Wgg!

• Party like it’s 1989;  have not yet been able to fully exploit precision 
electroweak data

Some perspective:  Seven predictive slogans I 
made in May 2012
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Questions and outlook

To what extent errors on precision electroweak measurements at LHC (MW, sin2thetaW)
can be improved by theory or experiment (PDFs)

What are the next steps in VV/V+jets to improve agreement with data?  NLO EWK? NNLO?
NNLO+PS?  What are the most urgent measurements needed to validate these 
technologies?

What is the right EFT basis going forward for dim6 operators? 
Are POs even feasible here?
How can we best account for the effects of NLO EWK  in the tails we seek anomalous TGCs?

VBF and VBS predictions are now being confronted with real data.  What is the next step to 
test them beyond signal strength?
Is there any meaning to the dim8 EFT we use to benchmark VBS? Would simplified new 
particle models be better?


